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Books etc.

► A wanted man / Lee Child.

► Extreme prey / John Sandford.

London : Bantam Books, 2012. 427 p. ; 24 cm.

New York : G.P.Putnam's Sons, 2016. 406 pages ; 24 cm

He's picked up by three strangers - two men and a woman.
Immediately he knows they're all lying about something - and
then they run into a police roadblock on the highway.

"After the events in Gathering Prey, Lucas Davenport finds
himself in a very unusual situation--no longer employed by the
Minnesota BCA. His friend the governor is just cranking up a
presidential campaign, though, and he invites Lucas to come
along as part of his campaign staff

► After the crash / Michel Bussi ; translated from the
French by Sam Taylor.
► Field of prey / John Sandford.
London : Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2015. 386 pages ; 24 cm.
New York : G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2014. 392 pages ; 24 cm.
On the night of 22 December 1980, a plane crashes on the
Franco-Swiss border and is engulfed in flames. 168 out of 169
passengers are killed instantly. The miraculous sole survivor is
a three-month-old baby girl. Two families, one rich, the other
poor, step forward to claim her, sparking an investigation that
will last for almost two decade

Lucas Davenport investigates the discovery of several bodies in
an abandoned Minnesota farmyard, discovering the work of a
local serial killer who has been murdering one victim every
summer for years.

► Follow you home / Mark Edwards.
►
Arab threat perceptions and the future of the U.S.
military presence in the Middle East/ W. Andrew Terrill.
Carlisle: PA Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War
College Press, 2015.xv, 101 pg.; 23 cm.

► Art of peace : engaging a complex world /
Juliana Geran Pilon.

Seatlle : Thomas & Mercer , 2015.383 pages ; 21 cm.
After a perfect start, an encounter on a with a young couple on
a night train forces Daniel and Laura to cut their dream trip
short and flee home. Back in London, Daniel and Laura vow
never to talk about what they saw that night. But as they try to
fit into their old lives again, it becomes clear that their
nightmare is just beginning.

Newbrunswick : Transaction , 2016. xxvii, 385 pg.; 23 cm.
► From war to deterrence?: Israel-Hezbollah conflict since
2006/ Jean-Loup Samaan.
► Central Asia's shrinking connectivity gap: implications
for U.S. strategy/ Roman Muzalevsky.

Carlisle: PA Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War
College Press, 2014. x, 68 pg.: ill.; 23 cm.

Carlisle: PA Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War
College Press, 2014. ix, 174 pg.: ill., maps; 23 cm.
► Golden prey / John Sandford.
► Cross justice / James Patterson.

New York : Random House, 2017.468 pages ; 24 cm.

New York: Little, Brown and Company , 2016. 420 pages ; 21 cm.
► Heat lightning / John Sandford.
When his cousin is accused of a heinous crime, Alex Cross
returns to his North Carolina hometown for the first time in
over three decades. As he tries to prove his cousin's innocence
in a town where everyone seems to be on the take

New York : Berkley, 2016. 432 pages ; 19 cm.

► Hope to die / James Patterson.
► Escape clause / John Sandford.

New York : Little, Brown and Company,
2014. 374, 10 pages ; 24 cm.

New York : G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2016.
392 pages ; 24 cm.
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►
(in-)security and the production of international
relations: The politics of securitisation in Europe/ Jonas
Hagmann.

Books etc.

► Modern military strategy: an introduction/ Elinor C
Sloan.
London: Routledge, 2017. viii, 186 pg.; 25 cm.

London: Routledge, 2015 viii, 233 pg.; 24 cm.

►
Indian unsafeguarded nuclear program:
assessment/ Adeela Azam, Ahmad Khan and at. al.

an

► Modern military strategy: an introduction/ Elinor C
Sloan.
London: Routledge, 2017. viii, 186 pg.; 25 cm.

Islamabad: Institute of Strategic Studies, 2016.
xvi, 149 pg.: col. ill., col. map; 23 cm.
► My sister's grave / Robert Dugoni.
►
India's changing Afghanistan policy: regional and
global implications, Harsh V. Pant.
Carlisle: PA Strategic Studies Institute U.S. Army War College,
2012. vii, 44 pg.; 23 cm.

► Indo-Pacific strategic digest / Centre for Defence and
Strategic Studies.

Seattle : Thomas & Mercer, 2014 410 pages ; 21 cm.
Tracy Crosswhite has spent twenty years questioning the facts
surrounding her sister Sarah's disappearance and the murder
trial that followed.

► Never go back : a Jack Reacher novel / Lee Child.
New York : Delacorte Press, [2013] 400 pages ; 24 cm

Centre for Defence and Strategic Studies
Canberra BC, ACT : Centre for Defence and Strategic Studies,
Australian Defence College, 2015- 363 pages : illustrations ; 21
cm.

The old stone building is the closest thing to a home he ever
had. Reacher is there to meet--in person--the new commanding
officer, Major Susan Turner, so far just a warm, intriguing voice
on the phone. But it isn't Turner behind the CO's desk.

► Inferno / by Dan Brown.
► Night school : a Jack Reacher novel / Lee Child.
London : Bantam Press , 2013.461 pages ; 24 cm.
London : Bantam Press, 2016. 394 pages ; 24 cm.
Dan Brown's new novel, Inferno, features renowned Harvard
symbologist Robert Langdon and is set in the heart of Europe,
where Langdon is drawn into a harrowing world centred
around one of history’s most enduring and mysterious literary
masterpieces.

► Merry Christmas, Alex Cross / James Patterson.
London : Century, 2012. 323 p. ; 24 cm.
That mission behind him, Alex returns home to celebrate with
Bree, Nana, and his children. The tree decorating is barely
underway before his phone rings again-a horrific hostage
situation is quickly spiraling out of control.

► No man's land / David Baldacci.
London : Macmillan, an imprint of Pan Macmillan, 2016.
420 pages ; 24 cm.
John Puller may be the US Army's most tenacious investigator,
but he is not equipped to face the truth about his mother's
disappearance thirty years ago. New evidence has come to light
suggesting that Puller's father..

► Nothing to lose : a reacher novel / Lee Child
New York : Bantam Dell, 2009 531 pages

► Military strategy : a general theory of power control /
Joseph Cardwell
Annapolis : Naval Inst Press , 2014. xxxv, 169 pg.; 21 cm.
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When he arrives in the small town of Despair, Colorado, Jack
Reacher finds himself taking on an entire town as he searches
for the truths behind its sinister connection to a brutal war that
is killing Americans many miles away.
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► Online articles on Politeknik Brunei: 08 March 2016-04
May 2017 / Politeknik Brunei.
Politeknik Brunei Bandar Seri Begawan: Department of Library
and Learning, [2017]. 284 p.: col. ill.; 30 cm.

► Paris for one and other stories / Jojo Moyes
Canada : Random house , 2016. 336 pages ; 23cm

► Personal : a Jack reacher novel / Lee Child.
New York : Delacorte Press, 2014. 353 pages : illustrations ; 25
cm.

► Stories and reflections from the 7th Brunei - Singapore
Defence Scholars Development Program/ Ministry of
Defence.

Books etc.

► The girl on the train / Paula Hawkins.
London : Doubleday, 2015. 316 pages ; 24 cm.
Rachel catches the same commuter train every morning. She
knows it will wait at the same signal each time, overlooking a
row of back gardens. She's even started to feel like she knows
the people who live in one of the houses. 'Jess and Jason', she
calls them.

► The human terrain system: operationally relevant social
science research in Iraq and Afghanistan/ Christopher Sims.
Carlisle: PA Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War
College Press, 2015 xv, 504 pg.: ill.; 23 cm.

► The other sister / Dianne Dixon.

Ministry of Defence 80 pg.: col. ill.; 26 cm.

Naperville, IL : Sourcebooks Landmark, [2016]
391 pages ; 21 cm.

►
Strategic survey 2017 : the annual assessment of
Geopolitics International Institute for Strategic Studies

One sister has everything. Her twin hates her for it. Would life
be better without Ali? Probably. At least then people might
think about Morgan.

Abingdon, Oxon : Routledge for the International Institute for
Strategic Studies, 2017. 302 pages : ill ; 23 cm

► The target / David Baldacci.

Analyses the events and themes of the year region by region. It
includes essays on perspectives, on assessing drivers of
strategic change, assessing of strategic policy issues and on
hybrid forms of insecurity in the developing world.

► Taiwan in transformation : retrospect and prospect /
Chun-chieh Huang.
Second edition, completely revised
New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 2014.
xix, 214 pages ; 24 cm.

New York : Grand Central Publishing, 2014. 420 pages ; 24 cm.
Earl Fontaine, a terminally ill Alabama death row prisoner,
plans one last killing that will personally affect Robie and his
fellow agent, Jessica Reel. Meanwhile Evan Tucker, the head of
the CIA, recommends Robie and Reel for a mission to
assassinate a foreign leader.

► Tribal militias: an effective tool to counter al-Qaida and
its affiliates?/ Norman Cigar.
Carlisle: PA Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War
College Press, 2014.xv, 96 pg.: ill.; 23 cm.

► The escape / David Baldacci.
New York : Grand Central Publishing, 2014. 472 pages ; 24 cm.
Earl Fontaine, a terminally ill Alabama death row prisoner,
plans one last killing that will personally affect Robie and his
fellow agent, Jessica Reel. Meanwhile Evan Tucker, the head of
the CIA, recommends Robie and Reel for a mission to
assassinate a foreign leader.
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►
Turning point: a new comprehensive strategy for
countering violent extremism/ Shannon N Green.
Washington: Centre for Strategic & Intelligence Studies, 2016.
vi, 80 pg.: col. ill.; 28 cm.
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Books listed here are available in one or more of the following
libraries:

MINDEF Library & Info Centre

SHHB-IDSS Library

Defence Academy Library

Training Institute RBAF Library

Intelligence Training Wing
Please refer to the library online catalogue (OPAC) for book
location
URL: http://www.mindef.gov.bn/libra
Tel: +673 2385588
e-mail: library@mindef.gov.bn
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